
Healthcare diagnostics and hand rehabilitation could potentially benefit from estimates of pressure
applied by the human hand. Recent research has shown that pressure applied by a human hand to a flat
surface can be estimated from an image using a deep learning model [1].

While highly useful, deep learning models are complicated and their inner workings are difficult to
interpret. To better understand the estimation problem, you’ve decided to create a simple model of one type of
information that could be used to visually estimate hand pressure.

You will find an equation that estimates the contact pressure applied by a fingertip, C, given observed
compression of the fingertip, . You’ve decided to model the fingertip as a column of tissues between theδ

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

bone and the flat surface. The column has two tissue types, pulp and skin (see right figure below [2]).

Object Variable Description Value

Pulp ℎ
𝑃

Height of the pulp cylinder with no load 4 mm

Pulp 𝐸
𝑃

Young’s modulus of the pulp 10 kPa [4]

Skin ℎ
𝑆

Height of the skin cylinder with no load 2 mm [3]

Skin 𝐸
𝑆

Young’s modulus of the skin 100 kPa [4]

Tissue column A Cross-sectional area of the cylinder 1 × 10−4 𝑚2

Tissue column L Length of the cylinder with no load 6 mm

Tissue column δ
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

Change in the cylinder’s length when loaded ? m

Load F Force applied to the flat surface ? N

Load C Contact pressure applied to the flat surface ? Pa
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1) Complete the free body diagram (FBD) to the left by drawing
the loads on the tissue column when the finger pushes on the
surface with force F.

2) Draw graphs for the five functions shown with axes on the left
of the page. Label key values for full credit. Only use variables
from the table when labeling your graphs. Do not use values
from the table.



3) Using your graph for , find an equation for , which is the total change in length of theδ(𝑥) δ
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

tissue column when pressing on the surface with force F. Do not use values from the table.

4) Use your model to find an equation that estimates the contact pressure, C, when a fingertip
deformation of has been observed. Only use variables from the table, not values.δ

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

5) Use your equation to estimate the contact pressure, C, when a fingertip deformation of
has been observed.δ

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
=  − 2 𝑚𝑚


